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Policies for Sharing Genealogical Data 

 

1. I do not post or share names or any information about living individuals except their 

parentage and gender. I do not share even the information I have found on publicly-

accessible sites, because information compiled in a single location, such as an online family 

tree, represents a larger privacy risk than information scattered across several different online 

locations. I also refrain from linking to or referencing sources that contain more detailed 

information. 

 

If you’ve asked me to share information, and I’ve declined, please know that this policy 

doesn’t reflect my personal level of trust in you. I have yet to run across anyone in my family 

or the genealogical community who doesn’t seem trustworthy. I am simply uncomfortable 

with extending that trust on behalf of all the living individuals whose personal information is 

represented in my research, many of whom I’ve never met. 

 

2. I post and share only limited information about deceased individuals who lived to 

adulthood and were born within the last 100 years: their names, parentage, spouses, 

descendants, year and general location of birth, year and general location of death. 

This helps to respect the privacy of their descendants. Again, this policy extends to 

information from publicly-accessible sites and links to sources with more detailed 

information. 

 

3. If you share information or research with me, I’ll ask for permission before posting or 

sharing it with others. This includes photographs as well as facts. 

 

4. If I post or share your information or research, I will acknowledge your 

contributions. Please let me know if I ever fail to provide appropriate acknowledgment. 

 

5. Whenever I can, I provide opt-in means for descendants of a common ancestor to 

contact each other. I would hate for privacy concerns to keep family members from getting 

to know each other, and the Internet provides lots of great tools for bringing us together.  


